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Abstract. Participatory sensing allows for a person-centric approach to
gathering environmental measurement data with, in principle, high granularity in space and time. Here we report on a citizen science experiment
for noise mapping a 1 km2 area in the city of Antwerp using NoiseTube,
a participatory sensing framework for monitoring ambient noise. At the
technical side, we set up measuring equipment in accordance with official norms insofar as they apply, also carrying out extensive calibration
experiments. At the citizen side, we collaborated with up to 10 volunteers from a citizen-led Antwerp-based action group. From the data gathered we construct purely measurement-based noise maps of the targeted
area with error margins of about 5dB, comparable to those of official
simulation-based noise maps.
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Motivation & background

As urbanisation is increasing, so is urban noise pollution. As a result official
bodies, such as the EU, are imposing norms for establishing urban noise maps,
limits on ambient sound levels, as well as measures for achieving them. Due to
scalability issues noise maps are currently generated through simulation models, where only limited actual noise measurements are involved. Crowd-sourcing
through participatory sensing techniques can alleviate these issues and instead
allow for a person-centric approach to gathering measured data on a much larger
scale. The NoiseTube project [4] establishes all required tools and techniques for
constructing participatory noise maps. NoiseTube enables citizens to measure
their personal exposure to noise by using GPS-equipped mobile phones as noise
sensors. The system allows participants to share and visualise data through a
website (http://www.noisetube.net).
While NoiseTube has been used extensively for individual measuring tracks,
it was, until recently, not yet deployed for coordinated measurement campaigns.
In this article we report on a citizen science experiment for noise mapping a
1km2 area in Antwerp using NoiseTube. Our main objective is to investigate
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what the quality of the obtained maps is. Indeed, since participatory sensing
has not yet reached enough users to overcome the so-called cold-start problem,
it is very difficult to estimate what quality one can expect from participatory
pollution maps. While some such maps have been produced [3, 5], they are either
very limited in size or not concerned with the quality of data.
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Results & future work

The goal of our experiment was to create a participatory noise map of a 1km2
area in the Linkeroever area in the city of Antwerp. We chose this area because our volunteers lived in the neighbourhood but also because it has a varied
topology, consisting of busy roads, residential areas and even walking paths. We
were fortunate in that we could collaborate with one of the best-known citizenled action groups in Belgium, Ademloos. This non-profit association has been
labouring for the past ten years for a more sustainable solution to the city’s congestion problems. In a first phase, carried out early July 2010, four volunteers
followed a pre-defined measurement trajectory for a week during a peak-hour
(7:30–8:30 AM), and for another week during an off-peak hour (21:00–22:00
PM). In a second phase in November 2010 ten volunteers were asked to measure
for at least one hour every day in the chosen area but without pre-described time
slots. While the first phase guarantees enough data per space-time coordinate
for statistical averaging to make sense, in the second phase it is more difficult
to produce a complete noise map for the area as the combined data has more
”gaps” in time as well as in space. The results we report upon here deal with
the first phase of the experiment; results on the second phase are forthcoming.
In order to be able to focus the quality of the produced data we eliminated
as many free parameters as possible, by using identical Nokia 5230 phones and
pre-defined walking trajectories, and by giving users clear guidelines on how
to carry out measurements. Also, to facilitate data comparison with existing
methods we adapted our methods to European norms insofar as possible. These
norms prescribe, amongst others, that devices should be calibrated and calculate
A-weighted equivalent sound levels over arbitrary periods of time [2]. We have
put much effort in calibration experiments, calibrating each phone independently
in an anechoic chamber (see Fig. 1). Further experiments were carried out in
the field to gauge outdoor phone performance as a sound level meter and as a
localisation device.
Participatory noise maps for phase one of the Ademloos experiment are
shown in Fig. 2. An interactive version of these and other maps can be found
online (http://soft.vub.ac.be/ mstevens/gis/linkeroever.php). The map on the
left shows the peak hour and is based on 30977 measurements, while that on
the right shows the off-peak hour and is based on 36394 measurements. While
these measurements were made during different days of the week, they are accumulated here to obtain averages for the chosen hours. In order to produce
noise maps for a collection of measurement tracks we need to introduce a statistical component in our software. Indeed, we cannot just present 20 tracks –
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Fig. 1. White noise calibration results. The main graph shows measured sound levels
at 5dB intervals by, from left to right, the reference microphone, a sound level meter,
and ten Nokia 5230 phones; the inset shows measured sound levels after calibration.

contributed by our volunteers for each week – jointly on a map. Instead, we distribute measurements over a grid covering the total area, mapping colour-coded
statistical averages on each grid element. The grid size is 40mx40m, as per the
average GPS error we determined for the target area. To ensure statistical credibility, only grid elements with more than 100 measurements were retained. The
chosen trajectory is clearly recognisable in each map. The peak-hour map contains 68 grid elements, has an average of 434 measurements per grid element,
average sound level of 63,5 dB over all grid elements, and an average standard
deviation of 4,2 dB over all grid elements. The off-peak-hour map contains 76
grid elements, has an average of 452 measurements per grid element, average
sound level of 60,6 dB over all grid elements, and an average standard deviation
of 4,1 dB over all grid elements. The spread of average sound level per grid for
both maps is between 55dB and 70 dB, with a clear difference between the offpeak map (containing lighter colours) and the peak map. The main busy road,
horizontally traversing the middle of the area, is clearly recognisable in each
map. We note that simulated noise maps typically have standard deviations of
±5dB [1].
In this first validation experiment we have succeeded in constructing purely
measurement-based, participatory, statistically credible noise maps of the targeted area with error margins of about 5 dB, comparable to those of official noise
maps. In contrast with the latter, our maps allow arbitrary choice of areas and
time slots. So far the statistical component for creating collective noise maps
is decoupled from the NoiseTube website; instead we produced groups of users,
measurement strategies, and maps offline. We plan to integrate this statistical
component into our server software, adding further functionalities such that arbitrary communities – geographical (neighbourhood concerns), through common
interests (how do peak hours in different cities compare?) or task-oriented (city
hall wants to evaluate how the annual town fair affects noise in their commune)
– can set up a campaign on the NoiseTube website, tweaking parameters such
as grid size, area and time of measurement, and quality of the data. As our

Fig. 2. Participatory noise maps: peak hour on the left, off-peak hour on the right.

website is already capable of dealing with real-time data, these campaigns could
run indefinitely, gathering data along the way. Essentially the same approach as
exposed here can be used to set up arbitrary measurement campaigns, with only
two constraints: first, that there is a limit to the quality of the data, depending on
the amount of data gathered, and second, that map granularity is limited by the
typical GPS-error of mobile phones (note that we have reached this limit in our
experiment). In this context it is important to complement obtained sound levels
with a quality indicator, which depends on aspects such as statistical spread and
amount of data involved in the pertaining sound level estimate. Further work is
also needed to introduce smarter street-based visualisations and to compare our
maps with official noise maps of the area.
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